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WET GRINDING ALUBIT-90 LININGS ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

A) First of all, carry out all the safety rules necessary to prevent any accident: so, remove the
fuses from the electric circuit controlling the engine, switch on the power isolator, and hang
out warning boards indicating “ work in progress”.

B) Polish and smooth carefully the internal surface of the mill, taking care to leave it completely
free from any residue of old cement.

C) Use fresh white cement type 525 Portland ( fast but not instant hardening, compressive
strength of 525 Kg./cm2 after 28 days ). Mix the cement powder with water, in order to obtain
a sufficiently fluid mortar. Please note that if the mortar reaches such a consistency that it
cannot be easily smeared on the bricks, it has to be completely remade since a further
addition of water would alter the cement resistance.

D) Polish very carefully the hardened cement in order to avoid that it can contaminate the new
mortar.

E) Bricks can be reduced and shaped by means of hammer splintering, using a hammer of
about 350/400 g. In order to do an accurate work, draw a line on the brick and then beat it
with a sharp blow on that line. Be careful to begin from the end of the brick, to avoid to
damage it in case of a wrong blow.

F) Begin the installation from the side-walls, using the right bricks that can be identified from the
packing. Spread a thin veil of cement uniformly on these bricks in order to have always some
mortar among them. Give them also some slight blows in order to put them as close as
possible. A large gap represents a weak point of lining stability. Remove excess cement by
means of a wet cloth. Use always an unbroken or a half brick to start. Close the row shaping
a whole brick, or a half one, in the same way as described before. Go on with the installation
of the following row using a whole brick and beginning from the same part where the
previous row has been closed. Keep on walling up, being careful not to have the joints
superimposed but staggered of at least 20 mm.

G) Use the suitable pre-established angled bricks to line the cylinder. It is usually useful to start
positioning the special bricks on the man-hole without cement. Then, put a wooden rule
besides the generatrix of the cylinder. This rule will be a guide to wall the first row up. Keep
on cementing the upper rows except the special ones forming the man-hole. These last
ones, in fact, will be removed in order to allow the assembler to come out of the mill.

H) After having positioned the first row, conform the following ones to it using the same way of
proceeding we suggested for the side-walls (taking care again of staggering the joints and
possibly splintering the end bricks by means of a hammer).

I) After having placed the first rows of bricks, remove the wooden rule provided that the
cement has hardened.
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J) Stop the installation work at approximately 8 - 6 rows from the completion in order to
establish the necessary number of rows to complete the lining of the cylinder. For this
purpose, use the so-called corrective bricks, that is those ones of different width. First of all
position them on the cylinder metal without cement for a test, then go on with the installation
work taking care to carry out frequent checks as long as the work goes on.

K) Keep the cement constantly wet, during the whole period of the installation work, otherwise it
loses a lot of its resistance strength. Moreover, be careful to keep the internal atmosphere of
the mill at a steady degree of humidity.

L) At the end of the work, after having cleaned the internal surface of the mill, the assembler
will come out of the mill through the only possible opening, that is from that part were the
bricks are not cemented, yet. In fact, to complete the lining, this time is possible to position
those bricks again and to cement them from the outside. As final operation, refit the external
metal frame of the manhole, paying attention to spread the cement on the external side of
the bricks and on the metal frame. Be careful to carry out this operation only after at least 12
hours ( if the degree of humidity is high) from the bricks installation, in order to avoid that the
mechanical closing up of the metal cover will remove the manhole bricks.

M) Fill the mill up completely with water ( paying attention not to take away the cement from the
bricks joints with the jet of water )and keep it in this way for at least 2 weeks, in order to let
the cement set.

N) As a preliminary grinding, use normal silica sand and water in order to remove any residue of
cement. Be very careful to introduce the balls charge only after sand and water, otherwise
the balls falling from the opening directly onto the bricks will damage the mill lining.

N.B. ALWAYS REMEMBER TO USE THIS LAST DEVICE ALSO FOR EVERY
FUTURE GRINDING PROCESS.
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